Fun with Ensembles!

An ensemble is like a piano band. Each pianist will be reading a different piece of music and when you play all of the parts at the same time, it sounds wonderful!

Have fun with ensembles... for this western ensemble, pick out some instrument sounds on your digital pianos to make your band sound like it is in the old west.

Some suggested instrument sounds for the Western Skies ensemble:

- Honkey Tonk Piano
- Banjo
- Guitar
- Fiddle (Violin)
- Harmonica
- Accordion

I will be playing the ________________________
(circle the instrument above that your teacher has assigned you to play)

Instrument Number: _________ Volume: _________

After your class has learned this ensemble, invite family & friends in during the last few minutes of class to hear your wonderful piano band play Western Skies.

They will love it!
ENSEMBLE
Western Skies
(orchestration accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)
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repeat from the beginning
ENSEMBLE
Western Skies
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PIANO PART 3

repeat from the beginning
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ENSEMBLE
Western Skies
(orchesterated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)

(Piano Part 4)